
Run report

Brengun - Isle of Capri


Runners 32?


Stand in Scribe

Nasty


The pack arrived in the quiet park nestled between the $20m waterfront homes on 
the Corso and Promenade. As one would expect from the occupants of such 
prestigious homes, a bitch appeared to ask the Kitchen Bitch to move the illegally 
parked cars outside her home. She informed KB that the illegally parked cars 
would cause other cars to crash into her property and she promptly called the 
police. Seems like the police had more important matters to attend to tonight. 


There was some pre run discussion if the recent standard of negative scoring runs 
would continue. The runners set off with the walkers and the two pack split as 
usual. In a well executed combination of two loops the runners and walkers 
combined again as the run ended, and the non shortcutting bastards in the pack 
returned as one. 


Entree was sliced great ocean road cheese with rice biscuits, mixed rice nibbles, 
and dips. The nosh was smoked ham off the bone, quartered Roma tomatoes and 
shredded iceberg lettuce,  whole grain and sourdough bread and condiments. 
KB was hard at work in the kitchen carving the ham off the three legs and carefully 
checking that there was no taste difference between the slices. The desert was a 
Greek yoghurt with honey and berries. 


The circle was called and the tables and chairs packed back into the trailer. The 
GM called for a run report and Botcho rewarded the hare for his thought and effort 
and scored the run 8/10


The GM then called the visitor from Sydney PeeDub to appraise the walk. He 
talked a lot.... and said he had never seen 4 way checks like this before. Finally he 
gave a score of 8.24/10


Mad Mike was asked to score the nosh and gave it a 7.75/10


The retuning runners and visitors were called out to have a drink. Brengun 
presented the GM with a bottle opener as a gift from his travels. Aussies mate 
Bruce has his weekly down down as somehow he is still considered a visitor. 


The GM then presented run milestone shirts to 

Sir Rabbit 1800

Miscarriage 600

Weekly 500 

Kwakka 400

Brutus 200




Swindler 200

Arsnic 50


The debacle continued as the GM called on stand in RA Miscarriage who delivered 
a stand up comedy show about his recent visit to the doctor, and urologist who 
was a proctologist. This story tied so many things together that 50% of the pack 
ended up in the circle before most were released. However Sir AH and Brengun 
got a down down because the “Greek style” yogurt for desert brought flashbacks 
of the pain Miscarriage had suffered during his examination. Luck it was not such a 
“Nasty” experience that he “Shat” himself or there would have been two more in 
the circle. 


Down Down to Aussie, for RA abuse,  Sweathog for a crack about Blackstump’s 
one eyed vision. 


The show continued with no relevance to Hash matters, with a story about the 
stand in RA’s trip to Melbourne to watch Carlton play AFL football. Apparently this 
is a good team and does not lose as often as the GC Suns. Aussie was drinking in 
the circle again for being such a loser and being a member of the Suns. 
Cumsmoke reminded that RA that Carlton was not such a great team and ended 
up with a drink. Aussie reminded Miscarriage that he was also a paid up member 
of the Suns and Miscarriage had a drink too. Better start an AFL Aussie rules hash 
boys!  


Next the POW entered the circle with the Boozemasters singing ‘Prick of the Week’ 
to the tune of Adams family. At least there was some humour tonight. Aussie called 
out and released

S Bends for habitual POW abuse. 

Sir Jo and Sweathog for using mobile phones, albeit whilst Aussie was using his 
mobile phone as an “electronic notepad” to read out his charges 

Fuller Shit was called because Aussie thought he was doing a shit job of hash 
flash. 


Then Aussie told a story that runs true to the “cameryardery” of the hash. No man 
left behind!! This is a deserved POW offense. Apparently SBends was to bring 
Aussies mate Bruce to hash and drove straight passed leaving him where he was 
to be picked up. Sweathog saved the day when he noticed the broken Bruce on 
the side of the road and gave him a lift.  


The night would not be complete with Ballbag telling a joke and another Adams 
family plug. PeeDub shared his joke and Ballbag told us how after 40 years we 
don’t know how to set a run and handed out some run instructions from his 
archive. 


Pee Dub closed the circle.




Isle of Capri History 

A sugar plantation 

This is the earliest surviving image of Bundall. Isolated on the northern riverbank amongst the thick covering of 
gums, palms and vine scrub is a row of lonely buildings which was the hub of Bundall Sugar Plantation. 

The property was originally taken up by a well-connected Englishman called Edmund Henry Price who, on his 
arrival in Brisbane around 1862, took up a large parcel of land at Bundall. 

The northern boundary of the property ran from the Nerang River bank close to today's City of Gold Coast 
Administration and Arts Centre, then westward along the approximate line of Heeb Street and then south to 
join the present day Village High Road in Benowa. 

Sugar cane proved to be a better crop than cotton for local conditions. The sugar plantation passed through a 
number of owners until the land was cut up into smaller portions. 

Farmers transported the harvested sugar cane to nearby Benowa Sugar Mill. Later the land was used for dairy 
farming until developers such as Efim Zola and Sir Bruce Small acquired land which they called Isle of 
Capri, a catalyst for future commercial and residential development. It was developed in 50/60’s 



Early days



